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Abstract— Lift-offs of the sensor could significantly affect the
measurement signal and reconstruction of material properties
when using the electromagnetic (inductive) eddy current (EC)
sensor. Previously, various methods (including novel sensor
designs, and features like zero-crossing frequency, lift-off point
of intercept) have been used for eliminating the measurement
error caused by the lift-off distance effect of the sensor. However,
these approaches can only be applied for a small range of
lift-off variations. In this article, a linear relationship has been
found between the sensor lift-off and ratio of dual-frequency EC
signals, particularly under the high working dual frequencies.
Based on this linear relationship, the lift-off variation can be
reconstructed first with a small error of 2.5% when its actual
value is up to 10 mm (10.1% for 20 mm). The reconstructed
lift-off is used to further get the property of the material under
a low single frequency. Experiments on different ferrous metals
have been carried out for the testing of the reconstruction
scheme. Since the inductance is more sensitive to the material
property (and less sensitive to the lift-off) under low frequencies,
the reconstruction error of the material property is much smaller
than that of the lift-off, with 1.4% under 12 mm (and 4.5% under
20 mm).

Index Terms— Dual-frequency eddy current (DEC) testing,
eddy current (EC) testing, lift-off measurement, nondestructive
testing, property measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS ONE of the promising and general techniques for
nondestructive testing, eddy current (EC) testing has

been widely applied for the health checking, flaw inspection,
fatigue scanning (e.g., the rolling contact fatigue (RCF) of rail
strip), deep exploration, and properties measurement [1]–[9].
Currently, three types of measurement manner exist, includ-
ing the multifrequency eddy current (MEC) testing, pulsed
eddy current (PEC) testing, and single-frequency eddy current
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(SEC) testing [10]–[17]. MEC testing, particularly the swept
EC testing, has its merits of rich information and high accuracy
and commonly applied for the off-line measurement. SEC and
PEC testing can be used for the online real-time measurement
due to its fast feedback response. However, the lift-off of
the electromagnetic sensor can significantly affect the mea-
sured signal, which could further influence the accuracy of
inspecting the surface crack and measuring the property (e.g.,
electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability, and thickness)
of materials [18]–[23].

Various approaches have been proposed to address the
lift-off issue on the electromagnetic property measurement
of conductive samples, which mainly involves the differ-
ent sensor designs, measurement techniques and features,
and data-processing methods. Tian and Sophian [20] have
used normalization and two reference signals to reducing
the lift-off effect on PEC testing. Giguere et al. [21] have
extracted the lift-off point of intersection (LOI) feature from
the PEC signals. Wang et al. [22], Angani et al. [23], and
Wen et al. [24] have used the LOI feature to measure the
thickness of coatings and ferromagnetic applications. A semi-
quadratic system has been designed by Abu-Nabah, Sharjah,
United Arab Emirates, to reduce the lift-off effect in high-
frequency apparent EC conductivity spectroscopy [25]. These
methods can significantly reduce the lift-off error but only
works on a small range of sensor lift-offs.

From our previous work, both the peak frequency feature,
zero-crossing feature, and phase feature of the inductance have
been proposed for eliminating the lift-off effect on the property
measurement of the sample when using both SEC and MEC
sensors [26]–[36]. However, these methods are focusing on
reducing the lift-off effect instead of directly getting the lift-
off value. Moreover, the proposed techniques are not feasible
for a wide range of lift-off variations.

In this article, a linear relationship, termed as the dual-
frequency linearity of lift-off (DFL) feature, has been found
between the sensor lift-off and ratio of dual-frequency eddy
current (DEC) inductance change (from two sensing pairs).
The linearity is more obvious under the high dual frequencies.
Based on the linearity, an algorithm has been proposed for the
reconstruction of sensor lift-off distance to the teste piece.
Experiments on different samples have been carried out. The
reconstruction scheme can reconstruct the lift-off distance up
to 20 mm. The error of the reconstruction is 2.5% at 10 mm,
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and 10.1% at 20 mm. The reconstructed lift-off is then inputted
into the iterative inverse solver (modified Newton–Raphson)
to further reconstruct the metal property under a low single
working frequency (2 kHz in this article). Since the inductance
is more (or less) sensitive to the metal property (or lift-off)
under low single frequency, the reconstruction error of the
metal is much smaller than that of the lift-off, with 1.4% and
4.5% under 12 and 20 mm. Moreover, for the measurement
of using large sensor lift-offs (e.g., over 14 mm), the property
reconstruction is even more accurate under slightly lower dual-
frequency combinations.

II. LINEARITY FEATURES AND RECONSTRUCTION

ALGORITHMS

Previously, different features including the zero-crossing
feature for the ferromagnetic sample and peak-frequency fea-
ture for the nonmagnetic sample have been used to eliminate
the measurement error caused by the sensor lift-off variations.
However, these features are based on the multifrequency mode,
which is time-consuming. In addition, the previous scenarios
can merely be applied for a small range of lift-offs. Therefore,
it is suggested to first get the sensor lift-off variation, then
accurately reconstruct the metal properties via the interactive
inverse solver [28] from the single-frequency measurement
data (impedance or inductance).

A. Analytical Formulation

Although Dodd–Deeds formulation has been proposed
over decades, it is still the most frequently cited [4], [7],
[10], [26]–[40] and dominant analytical method for the elec-
tromagnetic characteristic of the inductive sensor above both
magnetic and nonmagnetic conductive materials.

In Fig. 1, according to the Dodd–Deeds formulas for circular
coils parallel to the test plate (magnetic materials) [41], the
inductance changes exclusive of the background signal (sensor
in the air) for both TR1 and TR2 sensing pairs are

L1(ω) = K
∫ ∞

0

P2(α)

α6
e−α(2l0+g+h)

(
e−αh − 1

)2
Re(φ(α))dα

(1)

L2(ω) = K
∫ ∞

0

P2(α)

α6
e−α(2l0+3g+3h)

(
e−αh − 1

)2
Re(φ(α))dα.

(2)

In (1) and (2)

K = πμ0 N2(r1 + r2)

2h2(r2 − r1)
2 . (3)

r1 and r2 are the inner and outer radii of three identical coils,
h is the spiral height of the coil, μ0 is the vacuum magnetic
permeability, and N is the number of coil turns. For a general
metallic sample (both ferrous and nonmagnetic conductive
samples), φ(α) is defined as

φ(α) = (α1+μ1α)(α1−μ1α)−(α1+μ1α)(α1−μ1α)e2α1c

−(α1−μ1α)(α1−μ1α)+(α1+μ1α)(α1+μ1α)e2α1c

(4)

Fig. 1. Air-core sensor above the test piece.

Fig. 2. Re(φ(α)) is linear with α under high frequencies.

α1 =
√

α2+ jωσμ1μ0 (5)

P(α) =
∫ αr2

αr1

ρ J1(ρ)dρ. (6)

In (5), ω is the working angular frequency for the excitation
current flowing in the coil. μ1 and σ are the relative magnetic
permeability and electrical conductivity of the sample. In (6),
J1 is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind.

B. Linearity Feature

The phase term Re(φ(α)) in (1) and (2) is found to be linear
to the integral variable α under high frequencies. As shown
in Fig. 2, the slope of the line is denoted as S(ω). The relation
between S(ω) and Re(φ(α)) is

Re(φ(α)) = S(ω)α − 1. (7)

S(ω) in (7) has been found related to the sample properties
and working (angular) frequency ω. In addition, the slope—
S(ω) is proportional to 1/

√
ω.
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Fig. 3. Bessel series and sinusoidal functions.

Substituting (7) into (1) and (2), the inductance from TR1

and TR2 becomes

L1(ω) = K
∫ ∞

0

P(α)

α6
e−α(2l0+g+h)

(
e−αh −1

)2
(S(ω)α−1)dα

(8)

L2(ω) = K
∫ ∞

0

P(α)

α6
e−α(2l0+3g+3h)

(
e−αh −1

)2
(S(ω)α − 1)dα.

(9)

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the Bessel series P1(α)/
α5e−α(2l0+g+h)(e−2αh − 2e−αh + 1) can be approximated as a
product of a sinusoidal function sin2(απ/2α0) peaking at α0

and exponential term e−2αl0 . Thus, in (8) and (9)

S(ω)

∫ ∞

0

P(α)

α5
e−α(2l0+g+h)

(
e−αh − 1

)2
dα

= BS(ω)

∫ 2α0

0
e−2αl0 sin2

(
απ

2α0

)
dα

= π2BS(ω)
(
1 − e−4α0l0

)
4l0

(
4α2

0l2
0 + π2

) (10)

S(ω)

∫ ∞

0

P(α)

α5
e−α(2l0+3g+3h)

(
e−αh − 1

)2
dα

= BS(ω)

∫ 2α0

0
e−2α(l0+g+h)sin2

(
απ

2α0

)
dα

= π2BS(ω)
(
1 − e−4α0(l0+g+h)

)
4l0

(
4α2

0(l0 + g + h)2 + π2
) . (11)

In (10) and (11), α0, termed as the spatial frequency,
is determined by the geometry of the sensor (proportional to
the reciprocal of sensor radius). B is the normalization factor
between the Bessel terms and sinusoidal function

B = P(α0)

α5
0

e−α0(g+h)
(
e−α0h − 1

)2
. (12)

Substituting (10) and (11) into (8) and (9), L1(ω) and L2(ω)
become

L1(ω) = K

(
π2BS(ω)

(
1 − e−4α0l0

)
4l0

(
4α2

0l2
0 + π2

) − H1

)
(13)

L2(ω) = K

(
π2BS(ω)

(
1 − e−4α0(l0+g+h)

)
4(l0 + g + h)

(
4α2

0(l0 + g + h)2 + π2
) − H2

)

(14)

where in (13) and (14), H1 and H2 are

H1 =
∫ ∞

0

P(α)

α6
e−α(2l0+g+h)

(
e−αh − 1

)2
dα (15)

H2 =
∫ ∞

0

P(α)

α6
e−α(2l0+3g+3h)

(
e−αh − 1

)2
dα. (16)

The exponential term in (13) can be estimated using the
Padé approximation. In addition, 4α2

0l2
0 � π2 for the large

coil. Therefore, (13) becomes

L1(ω) = K

(
BS(ω)α0

0.72α0l0 + 1
− H1

)
. (17)

The value 0.72 in (17) is determined by the expansion point
of zero when using the Padé approximation.

In (14), since l0 � (g + h) satisfies for a coil with large
spiral height h and gap g, (14) can be approximated as

L2(ω) =K

(
π2BS(ω)

(
1 − e−4α0(g+h)

)
4(g + h)

(
4α2

0(g + h)2 + π2
) − H2

)
. (18)

Assume the measurement is operated under dual high (angu-
lar) frequency ω1, and ω2. Then, the inductance difference
using both TR1 and TR2 are

�L1 = L1(ω1)−L1(ω2) = K Bα0(S(ω2) − S(ω1))

0.72α0l0 + 1
(19)

�L2 = L2(ω1) − L2(ω2)

= π2 K B(S(ω2) − S(ω1))(1−e−4α0(g+h))

4(g + h)
(
4α2

0(g + h)2 + π2
) . (20)

Combine (19) and (20), the lift-off of the sensor can be
derived from the inductance of dual high frequency

l0 = 5.56
(
4α2

0(g + h)2 + π2
)
(g + h)�L2

π2(1−e−4α0(g+h))�L1
− 1.39

α0
. (21)

It can be found the lift-off of the sensor is linear to the high-
frequency inductance ratio �L2/�L1 of two sensing pairs
(TR1 and TR2).

After getting the lift-off of the sensor, the properties of
the slab—either the electrical conductivity σ or magnetic per-
meability μ1 could be reconstructed by inputting the derived
lift-off into (1) (The thickness of thin metallic plates can also
be reconstructed if the skin depth is larger than the actual
thickness). The solution of the property (μ1 or σ) can be
found using the inverse solver—Newton–Raphson iterative
method [26]. The principle of the inverse solver is finding the
local minimum of the difference between the measured induc-
tance and analytical value [see (1)] when varying (decreasing
or increasing, depending on the Jacobian value) the reference
value of the unknown property.
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Fig. 4. Air-core sensor is connected to the impedance analyzer (SL1260,
Solartron, Oak Ridge, TN, USA).

TABLE I

SENSOR PARAMETERS

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experiments on different samples have been carried
out for the performance testing of the proposed lift-off
algorithm—(21). The inductance measurement for the sensor
above the test piece is under the multifrequency mode (ranges
from 10 to 3 MHz) to test the accuracy of the reconstruction
under different dual-frequency combinations. By subtracting
the reference signals when the sensor is deployed in the
free space, the ambient noise signals (including the skin
effect and proximity of coil windings) can be significantly
eliminated, particularly under high working frequencies. This
calibration method has been used and verified in previous
articles [26]–[38].

Due to the air-core setup and limited thickness of the
wire, the magnetic field generated by the exciting current is
not considerable compared to that of the ferromagnetic core
sensor. Therefore, the air-core sensor is commonly used for
the measurement of the initial permeability of the magnetic
material (instead of the data under remanence magnetization
or residual magnetism). Considering the analytical inversion of
the data and potential of the high-temperature environment (the
ferrous silicon steel core will melt), the sensor is selected as
the air-core setup. As illuminated in Fig. 4, the air-core sensor
is connected to the impedance analyzer. The sensor is deployed
above the sample with a series of lift-offs using the lift-off
spacers. The sensor is composed of three equally separated
spiral coils with identical parameters listed in Table I. Since
the Bessel function P(α) will shift left-side as r1 increases,
a sinusoidal function peaking at a larger spatial frequency α0

is needed for the approximation in Fig. 3. In addition, from the
previous articles, it has been found the spatial frequency α0

TABLE II

PROPERTIES OF FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS

is proportional to the reciprocal of the inner radius of the
sensor [42]. Therefore, the sensor is designed with a large
inner radius (89.0 mm), to ensure the spatial frequency α0 is
small enough (22.77 for the sensor dimension in Table I) for
the approximation condition 4α2

0l2
0 � π2 used in (13) and (14)

(4α2
0l2

0 ≈ 0.83 for the lift-off of 20.0 mm). Consequently,
a small spatial frequency α0 allows an extensive range of lift-
off variations.

As listed in Table II, samples are selected as two ferromag-
netic plates—the (ferrite-austenite) dual-phase (DP) 600 and
high-tensile Cr-Mo steels. The selection of different materials
is to test whether and how the lift-off algorithm is independent
of the metal properties. The reconstructed sensor lift-off is
further used to measure the relative magnetic permeability
and electrical conductivity of DP-600 and Cr-Mo steels via
the inverse solver.

IV. RESULTS

A. Multifrequency Inductance

Fig. 5 exhibits the measured multifrequency inductance
using TR1 and TR2 sensing pairs when the sensor is deployed
above the sample (DP-600 and Cr-Mo steel) with a lift-off
distance of 1, 5, and 9 mm. The fluctuating noise signal exists
under the lower frequency spectrum (10–1 kHz) due to the
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the instrument. Moreover,
a very higher frequency will result in distortion due to the
resonance effect of the impedance analyzer. Since R1 coil is
closer to the test piece (as Fig. 1 depicts), the magnitude of its
inductance data is much larger than that from R2 coil. It can be
observed that the inductance curves cross zero around 1 kHz,
which is termed as the zero-crossing frequency. Previously,
the multifrequency feature—zero-crossing frequency—is used
to reconstruct the magnetic permeability of the sample. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 5, the zero-crossing frequency is less
affected but still influenced by the sensor lift-off. In addition,
it can be seen from Fig. 5 that inductance curves for the
sample with different sensor lift-offs overlap under a specific
frequency (slightly larger than the zero-crossing frequency).
The corresponded frequency at the overlapped point [dash
circular in Fig. 5(a)] is the optimal one for the inverse of
the metal properties due to its immunity to the sensor lift-off.
However, it is tricky to get the optimal working frequency
(at the overlapped point) for different samples. Therefore, it is
recommended to reconstruct the exact value of the sensor
lift-off and use it to accurately inverse the metal properties
via the inverse solver.
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Fig. 5. Multifrequency inductance data for the sensor above the DP-600 and
Cr-Mo steel under the lift-off of 1, 5, and 9 mm. (a) TR1 sensing pair.
(b) TR2 sensing pair.

As can be observed from the dashed block area in Fig. 5(a),
the inductance curves are found to be gradually more sensitive
to the sensor lift-off and immune to the test piece (as the
inductance curve for different samples with the same sensor
lift-off gradually overlaps) under high frequencies. Thus, it is
suggested to reconstruct the lift-off information from the
high-frequency inductance data.

Since the high-frequency inductance is almost independent
of the sample properties, for a certain unknown sensor lift-
off, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the lift-off distance of
the sensor can be inversed from the information of two sensing
pairs (TR1 and TR2).

B. Relation Between Ratio-�L2/�L1 and Sensor Lift-Off
for the Whole Working Frequency Range

It has been found the ratio between the slope of the high-
frequency inductance–frequency curve from TR1 and TR2 is
linear to the sensor lift-off. As shown in Fig. 6, the different
of the inductance (�L1 and �L2) is selected under dual
high frequencies, with one frequency f1 fixed (at 0.12 and
3 MHz) and the other f2 varying from 1 kHz to 3 MHz
(exclusive of f1—0.12 and 3 MHz). It can be observed the

Fig. 6. Ratio of the dual-frequency inductance difference—�L2 /�L1 under
different f2, with the other frequency f1 fixed at (a) 3 and (b) 0.12 MHz.

ratio �L2/�L1 for different samples decreases, gradually
becomes (almost but would not absolutely) stable, and overlaps
(under the same sensor lift-off) with increased f2. Compared
with Fig. 6(b) ( f1 is fixed at 0.12 MHz), the high-frequency
inductance in Fig. 6(a) ( f1 is fixed at a higher frequency—
3 MHz) is more independent of different test pieces. Moreover,
the high-frequency value of ratio �L2/�L1 is found to be
linear to the increased sensor lift-offs. (With a step of 4 mm
for the increased lift-off from 1 to 9 mm, gaps between
three overlapped curves are nearly identical under the high
frequency.)

Since the ratio �L2/�L1 is found to be linear with the
sensor lift-offs, the lift-off can be reconstructed via the pro-
posed formulation—(21). As (21) depicts, the linear correla-
tion factor between the ratio �L2/�L1 and lift-off distance
is determined by the geometric information of the sensor,
including the coil height h, coil gap g, and spatial frequency α0

(related to the radius of the sensor coil). In Fig. 7, by using
the coil parameters listed in Table I, the lift-off of the sensor
can be inversed from the ratio �L2/�L1 in Fig. 6. One of
the dual frequencies f1 is fixed at both 0.12 and 3 MHz. The
other frequency f2 ranges from 1 kHz to 3 MHz but exclusive
of the value of frequency f1 (�L1 and �L2 will be zero if
dual frequencies are identical). Similar to the trend in Fig. 6,
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Fig. 7. Reconstructed sensor lift-off under different f2, with the other
frequency f1 fixed at (a) 3 MHz and (b) 120 kHz.

the reconstructed sensor lift-off achieves its best performance
under high frequency. Under 1 kHz, the reconstructed lift-off
is much larger than the actual values and mainly dependent
on the test piece (and almost immune to the actual value).
In addition, the reconstructed sensor lift-off behaves more
independent of different samples when the dual frequencies
( f1 and f2) are both high enough. As depicted in Fig. 7(a),
the lift-off of the sensor can be accurately inversed via (21)
with a small error of 4%.

C. Reconstruction of Sensor Lift-Off (Wide Range) Under
High Working Frequencies

As the lift-off distance between sensor and sample can be
reconstructed accurately with a small range of actual lift-offs
(from 1 to 9 mm), it is necessary to further investigate the per-
formance of the reconstruction scheme [see (21)] under a wide
range of sensor lift-offs. Fig. 8 denotes the reconstructed value
when the sensor is lifted to a maximum distance of 20 mm to
the test piece. To investigate the reconstruction scenario under
different combinations of frequency (both different magnitudes
and frequency gaps—( f2 − f1)), the dual high frequencies are
randomly selected from 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 3 MHz. From Fig. 8,

Fig. 8. Reconstructed sensor lift-off under different pairings of the dual
frequencies f1 and f2 when the sensor is above the (a) DP-600 steel and
(b) Cr-Mo steel.

lower dual frequencies combinations will result in an over
large reconstructed lift-off when its actual value (lift-off) is
less than 16 mm. Moreover, the reconstructed value varies
with different samples when using low dual frequencies com-
binations (with the reconstructed lift-off of Cr-Mo case more
accurate than that of DP-600 steel). Overall, the reconstruction
of sensor lift-off achieves better performance when both dual
frequencies ( f1 and f2) are high. For example, when the dual
frequencies are selected as 1 and 3 MHz, the reconstructed
curve is almost the same for both samples (independent of
the test piece). In addition, the maximum error of the lift-off
reconstruction is around 2.5% within 10 mm, and 10.1%
within 20 mm.
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Fig. 9. Measured metal properties under 2 kHz from the reconstructed
lift-off using different pairings of the dual frequencies f1 and f2. (a) Relative
magnetic permeability of DP-600 steel. (b) Electrical conductivity of Cr-Mo
steel.

D. Reconstruction of Metal Property

The reconstructed lift-off can be inputted into (1) to further
inverse the electromagnetic property of the test piece. By using
the inverse solver—Newton–Raphson iterative method [26]—
properties of the sample including the relative magnetic
permeability of DP-600 steel and electrical conductivity of
Cr-Mo steel (see Table II) can be accurately reconstructed.
The principle of the inverse solver is exploiting the local
minimum of the difference between the measured inductance
and analytical value [see (1)] when fitting/amending (either
decreasing or increasing, based on the Jacobian value) the
value of the unknown property. Since the inductance is more
(or less) sensitive to the metal property (or lift-off) under low
frequencies (as shown in Fig. 5), a low frequency of 2 kHz
and its corresponding inductance are used for the inversion of
metal property. Consequently, the reconstruction error of the
metal properties is much smaller than that of the sensor lift-off
(which is 10.1% on 20 mm). As illustrated in Fig. 9, by using
the combination of large dual frequencies (1 and 3 MHz),
the relative magnetic permeability of DP-600 (or electrical
conductivity of Cr-Mo) can be reconstructed with a very
small error of less than 1% (or 1.4%) when the lift-off is

within 12 mm, and 4.5% (or 4.4%) when the lift-off is 20 mm.
In addition, it can be observed from Fig. 9(a) and (b) that the
lowest dual-frequency combination (0.1 and 0.5 MHz) even
has a better performance when the lift-off of the sensor is
larger than 14 mm, which provides an optional selection of
the dual frequencies for the measurement with large sensor
lift-offs.

V. CONCLUSION

A DFL feature has been found in this article. For example,
the lift-off of the sensor is found to be linear with the ratio of
dual-frequency inductance change from two sensing pairs. The
feature is more obvious under high working dual frequencies.
Based on the DFL feature, an algorithm has been proposed
for the reconstruction of the sensor lift-off. Experiments on
different ferromagnetic samples have been carried out. The
proposed lift-off reconstruction scheme is found can directly
get the lift-off value from the dual-frequency inductance of
two sensing pairs. The inductance for the EC sensor above the
sample has been found to be almost immune to the test piece
under high dual frequencies. Consequently, the reconstructed
lift-off is found independent of the test piece under high dual
frequencies. From the experiments, the lift-off can be recon-
structed with an error of 2.5% under 10 mm and 10.1% under
20 mm. The reconstructed lift-off is then inputted into the
inverse solver for the further measurement of metal properties.
Since the inductance is more sensitive to the materials, and
less sensitive to the sensor lift-offs at lower frequencies (over-
lapped point for one sample under different lift-offs in Fig. 5;
slightly larger than the zero-crossing frequency), the single
working frequency for the inversion of metal properties is
selected at 2 kHz. Therefore, reconstructed metal properties
even have a smaller error of 1.4% and 4.5% under the sensor
lift-off of 12 and 20 mm, respectively. In addition, from the
result, it has been found lower dual-frequency combinations
even result in a better reconstruction performance when the
lift-off of the sensor is over 14 mm.
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